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Dear MAX Conflict Management 
 
Our heartfelt thanks to you for the very practical training course we received last Tuesday. 
 
I can honestly say that I thought the way the course evolved was brilliant. You took time before and during the 
course to ensure that MAX really understood the pressures involved in our business and tailored the course to 
ensure it was highly practical.  The result was that the effect on our engineers and the realism of the course 
surpassed the expectations of myself and of the team, some of whom really did not want to be there or felt the 
need for such training beforehand.  One of those who absolutely didn’t want to be there is now enthusiastically 
telling everyone in the office how pleased he is to have done the course! 
The MAX staff were clearly highly experienced in helping participants handle difficult situations in many different 
industries and environments and they all got on well with every staff member, encouraging everybody to participate 
and ensuring maximum support through some challenging scenarios. 
 
Our guys work in high and low rise housing, with councils and in up market offices, but  you covered all our 
requirements; from how to handle junkies, gang members protecting their “turf”, aggressive potential tool thieves, 
drunks, lift control room access, our accidental damage to client’s property, aggressive home owners mistaking us 
for someone else and much more.   
We also had a good laugh throughout the day, ensuring each individual had the right level of support, making the 
harder bits easier and it all made for a nice balance of seriousness and dare I say it – FUN!   It was good to see 
how some individuals made mistakes in the very safe environment that was created and where there were no 
consequences apart from a priceless lesson in how not to manage conflict! In real life someone could have been 
very badly hurt or worse. 
 
I personally now feel much more confident in being able to protect myself without using physical force and standing 
up for myself as required.   Guys who have been involved in incidents have recovered their confidence and even 
our highly experienced guys came away with new ideas and enhanced confidence. 
We didn’t appreciate how realistic it would feel doing the intimidations or being involved in what felt like a real fight, 
but to have the opportunity to effectively learn how to use the last resort option of self defence against a real 
person under stress in complete safety was simply fantastic.   
Seeing ourselves be successful on the video played afterwards further consolidated the whole effect of this 
confidence and team building event.  We are now considering some of the multiple intimidator options/knife/syringe 
defence/MAX Real Conflict Village options for next year – partly as another great bonding event but most 
importantly to maintain morale and ensure that we do all we can to enable our staff to be and feel safe going about 
their work. 
 
 
Many thanks again for such a great day. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
Adrian Mace (Contracts Manager) 
 
 
 
 


